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1. You know the Delta name means quality, durable machinery with service second to none 
– our extensive list of repeat customers is a testament to this 
 

2. Let’s face it: Scooping parts into containers on a bench scale is not the most pleasant task 
– with the use of a vibratory feeder, most of the material handling is done by the machine, not 
the operator, thereby removing the worst part of the hand packing operation 
 

3. Your packaging runs are getting shorter and shorter every day – you may even own Delta 
or other automatic equipment but it is simply not worth setting up this equipment for short 
runs. Changeover time on the SRP1 is slightly longer than setting up a bench scale making it 
useful for package runs as short as 10 containers. 

 
4. You have always considered automation in the packaging department but could not 

justify the purchase of machinery – Delta’s Short-Run Packaging System is affordable even 
for the smallest operation. Financing plans are available making the purchase of this system 
justified with as little as 4 hours of current hand packing per day! 

 
5. You purchase packaged goods from others (with a generic or not so generic look) and pay 

a premium for it – the SRP1 allows you to benefit from the cost savings associated with 
buying in bulk and the name recognition that comes with using your own containers and labels 

 
6. You purchase bulk product but then send it to a contract packager at which point you lose 

control of quality and timeliness of delivery - the Delta Short-Run Packaging System allows 
you to take back control of your packaging operation 

 
7. You have considered offering custom packaging solutions for your customers but haven’t 

found an efficient way to deliver this value-added service – the SRP1 is the answer to this 
dilemma for all of the reasons stated here 

 
8. You want to be certain the machine you purchase uses the highest quality components – 

Delta uses Allen-Bradley controls, reinforced cabinets, stainless steel, and coatings on all wear 
surfaces thereby delivering machinery proven to last for decades 

 
9. You don’t want your operators lifting heavy boxes over their heads – the SRP1 bulk fill 

height is a mere 47”, that’s less than 4’ off the ground 
 

10. Your floor space is at a premium – The SRP1 measures less than 4’ square (16 square-feet) 

 


